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Abstract—Utmost care of human related issues are essentially required for sustainable growth of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) of India, as these MSMEs are contributing enormously to socio-economic development of country. In this research, aspects related to human factors and functioning of MSMEs of India were studied. The investigation, based on a survey of 84 MSMEs of India cited that the enterprises are mostly employing unskilled labor whose wages are less with poor training. In spite of reported minor accidents, attention towards safety is poorly paid. To meet-out the production target, MSMEs generally employ over-time and payment towards this overtime is sometimes missing. Hence, honest and humanitarian attention for better human resources is needed to improve the performance and competitiveness of MSMEs of India.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The sector comprising micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) can be considered as nurseries for entrepreneurship, often driven by individual creativity and innovation, and contributing enormously to the socio-economic development of a country. MSMEs provide employment to a large populace at a comparatively lower capital cost than the larger enterprises and helps in the industrialization of rural and backward areas, leading to a reduction in regional imbalances by assuring more equitable distribution of national income and wealth geographically. This has lead to an unprecedented growth in MSMEs worldwide. They increasingly play a pivotal role in the country’s economic progress and recovery, mainly due to their higher rates of employment growth than other industrial sectors, as reported in recent articles of Acharya [1] and Rose et al. [2].

Existing body of literature suggests that small manufacturing enterprises (SMEs) contribute significantly in nation’s gross domestic production (GDP), total manufacturing production, exports and employment. For example, SMEs form the backbone of the EU economy, which is accounting for 99.8% of non-financial enterprises in 2012, which equates to 20.7 million businesses (92.2% micro enterprises, 6.5% small enterprises 1.1% medium enterprises and 0.2% large enterprises). In employment terms, SMEs provided an estimated 67.4% of jobs in non-financial business economy in 2012 [3]. At the start of 2012, SMEs accounted for 99.9% of all private sector businesses in the UK, 59.1% of private sector employment and 48.8% of private sector turnover. SMEs employed 14.1 million people and had a combined turnover of £1,500 billion [4]. In India too, MSMEs contribute 8% of the country’s GDP [5]. According to the Annual Report (2011-2012), issued by Ministry of MSMEs, Government of India, MSMEs account for about 45% of manufacturing output and 40% of the total exports of the country [6]. Many researchers like Harvie [7], Romijn [8] and Singh et al. [9] also advocated for the same. Hence, it is well accepted that MSMEs are contributing a lot towards nation’s economy.

MSMEs are labor intensive production units and thus, their performance, competitiveness and growth is severely influenced by the state and attitude of workforce. Thus, it becomes necessary to study the working culture of MSMEs of India, in the respect of human resources. With this in mind, a thorough study has been undertaken in this work in three sectors of MSMEs i.e. namely glassware, shoe/footwear and lock manufacturing. Aspects covered in this study included the demographic profile, important issues related to the performance of the enterprises, safety, working characteristics of MSMEs in relation with working days, shifts, over-time, wages, leaves, bonus, gifts, awards, Provident Fund (PF), employees’ availability, leaving the jobs with reasons and recruitment, payment of due salary and perks and performance evaluation of employees.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Defining Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

Nowadays, the approach in most of the developing and developed countries is same for defining these enterprises. However, the definition of small enterprises varies from country to country and region to region. In most of the countries, MSMEs are defined either by number of employed personnel, balance sheet total and/or annual turn-over. In Japan, it also includes capital. While in India, the definition is based on the investment ceiling. The criteria for defining MSMEs, followed by many countries are presented in Table I.
TABLE I

DEFINING MSMES (MANUFACTURING / PRODUCTION ENTERPRISES)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Micro Enterprises</th>
<th>Small Enterprises</th>
<th>Medium Enterprises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy (€)</td>
<td>With less than 10 persons employed AND Turn-over or Balance Sheet Total of ≤ 2 million</td>
<td>With 10 to 49 persons employed AND Turn-over or Balance Sheet Total of ≤ 10 million</td>
<td>With 50 to 249 persons employed AND Turn-over or Balance Sheet Total of ≤ 50 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investment ceiling for Plant, Machinery or Equipments upto Rs 25 Lakhs</td>
<td>Investment ceiling for Plant, Machinery or Equipments above Rs 25 Lakhs and upto Rs 500 Lakhs</td>
<td>Investment ceiling for Plant, Machinery or Equipments above Rs 500 Lakhs and upto Rs 1000 Lakhs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India (¥)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capital less than 300 Million yen (US$ 2.70 million) with number of employee less than 300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RM)</td>
<td>Sales turnover of less than RM250,000 OR full time employees less than 5</td>
<td>Sales turnover between RM250,000 and less than RM10 million OR full time employees between 5 and 50</td>
<td>Sales turnover between RM10 million and RM25 million OR full time employees between 51 and 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RM)</td>
<td>Less than 10 employees</td>
<td>Less than 50 employees</td>
<td>Less than 300 employees and Capital (and sales) of 8 billion won or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (£)</td>
<td>Turnover of not more than £6.5 million, a balance sheet total of not more than £3.26 million and not more than 50 employees. While, according to Department of Trade and Industry (UK), micro enterprises has employees less than 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US ($)</td>
<td>Employees less than 10, annual turnover of less than $3 million and balance sheet total of less than $5 million</td>
<td>Employees from 10 to 49, annual turnover of less than $13 million and balance sheet total of less than $15 million</td>
<td>Employees from 50 to 249, annual turnover of less than $67 million and balance sheet total of less than $67 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 € = $1.354023; 1 US $ = (INR) 61.603500; 1 Yen = $0.009590; 1 RM = $0.303398; 1 Won = $ 0.000942; 1 £ = $1.641500

References: [10] - [14]: Currency Calculator (as on January 18, 2014)

B. Human Factors in MSMEs

SMEs are labor intensive production units [15] and efficient management of human resources is a crucial factor in determining the growth and prosperity of business enterprises [16]. Challis et al. [17] stated that manufacturing managers are becoming increasingly committed to the need of organizational and human resources investments in order to maximize the value of employee contribution to the operational and business performance of their enterprise. Most managers realize that their success is directly related to effective and continual implementation of process improvements in their enterprises [18]. Demeter and Kolos [19] argued that marketing and manufacturing that included workforce skills and capabilities and workforce participation have larger effect on enterprise performance.

The term ‘work environment’, when used in the Scandinavian sense, covers a wide range of impacts of work on human beings, including physical, chemical, physiological and psychological conditions [20]. The need of addressing human issues including employee cooperation, employee relations, employee morale/motivation, manpower planning, availability of technological champion, worker involvement in planning, capability of workers in skills, knowledge and attitude, recognition of work groups, continuous improvement programs, training and education to reduce resistance and modification of pay system is to be emphasized [21], [22]. Moreover, Mital et al. [23] undertook the need to develop an industry-based generic training process that can enhance the skills of workers at all levels, allow them to dynamically cope with changing technology, give them options for personal and professional growth, cut costs, increase productivity and quality of products manufactured. Sohal et al. [24] also supported for the need of worker involvement at all stages along with their training.

Today, both workers and management are concerned about the quality of work lives, ergonomics and occupational safety and health. Ergonomics can create productive safe and satisfying work environment [25]. The factors that affect the morale of employee and indirectly productivity are safety, ergonomic working conditions, hygiene working environment, less fatigue, human-friendly systems, health hazards, superior light and ventilation and clean air, water and canteen facilities [26].

However, Klass et al. [27] quoted that yet, human capital programs in the SMEs have traditionally been viewed as cost-prohibitive, limiting their use. Harney and Dundon [28] presented a framework to evaluate Human Resource Management (HRM) in SMEs. Rani et al. [29] argued that mismatches between human performance and task requirement relate to incompatibilities, inappropriateness, unsuitabilities or inconsistencies which, if not addressed, would lead to errors. Excessive reliance on automation technology may be undesirable if the overall goal is to enhance productivity of manufacturing enterprises. A human-centered approach to modern manufacturing may be more effective, based on actual productivity gains, economics, technical feasibility and equipment capability and reliability, and problems created by automated manufacturing technologies [30].

Many enterprises fail to invest properly in workers and their training for usage of new manufacturing technologies, which can lead to an alienated workforce and thereby underperforming manufacturing processes [31]. The barriers that affect the manufacturing system significantly include scarcity of skilled / expert workforce, training to management and its employees, lack of related infrastructure, resistance from employees to the changing conditions and disparity in pay scales of employees [32]. In this way, it can be remarked that care of entire set of human related affairs is required for better functioning and growth of MSMEs.

III. METHODOLOGY

To collect the responses of the survey, a structured questionnaire was framed. The questions pertaining to the
questionnaire were on a five-point Likert scale. Enterprises were carefully selected from www.indiamart.com, directories of various industrial areas and their physical presence. In total, 271 questionnaires were mailed to different MSMEs throughout the country. These included the manufacturers of glassware (94 units), shoes/footwear (96 units) and locks (81 units). This survey was conducted during the period of May’2009 to February’2010 that took about ten months. Out of 271 questionnaires mailed to the Proprietors/Managers, 2 questionnaires returned undelivered, 1 unit was reported to be closed and 1 was reported to be shifted. A total of 84 valid responses were collected. This gives an effective response rate of 31.23% which seems to be acceptable in Indian context. Personal visits were also conducted to improve the response rate as personnel from MSMEs are less bothered for such participation.

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) V16.0 is used for entire set of computations/analysis. Statistical analysis is done by using descriptive statistics that includes mean, standard deviation (SD) and frequency distribution.

IV. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF PARTICIPATING ENTERPRISES

The nature and characteristics of surveyed enterprises is included in the demographic profile (Table II) that comprised segment wise participation and number of employees. This also consists of performance parameters like annual sales turn-over, involvement in export, market share, past sales growth over last three years and projected sales growth for coming year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF PARTICIPATING ENTERPRISES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Respondents, Percent</td>
<td>84, 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters for of participating enterprises (with the number and % of the respondents)</th>
<th>Glassware</th>
<th>Shoe / Footwear</th>
<th>Lock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises Number of Employees</td>
<td>Less than 10</td>
<td>Between 10-49</td>
<td>Between 50-199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(31, 36.9%)</td>
<td>(29, 34.5%)</td>
<td>(30, 35.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Sales</td>
<td>Up to 50L</td>
<td>Between 51-100L</td>
<td>Between 101-200L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17, 20.0%)</td>
<td>(12, 14.2%)</td>
<td>(19, 22.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-over</td>
<td>Doing Export</td>
<td>Not doing Export</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15, 17.9%)</td>
<td>(58, 69%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Up to 1%</td>
<td>Between 1-5%</td>
<td>Between 6-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(71, 84.5%)</td>
<td>(12, 14.3%)</td>
<td>(0, Nil)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Growth</td>
<td>No Increase</td>
<td>Up to 10%</td>
<td>Between 11-20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Over past 3 years; Increase)</td>
<td>(1, 1.2%)</td>
<td>(54, 64.3%)</td>
<td>(28, 33.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Computed outcome of responses collected through conducted survey.

‘L’ means Lakhs of Rupees (INR), 10 Lakhs = 1 million, 1 US Dollar = (INR) 61.603500

V. FINDINGS OF THIS SURVEY

A. SAFETY (STATE OF MISS-HAPPENING)

State of miss-happening occurred in a past one year were asked in terms of deaths, partial disability, permanent disability, minor accidents, major accidents, cases of fire and strikes and lockouts. As reported, there were no case of death, partial disability, major accidents, cases of fire and strikes. Miss-happening in terms of minor accidents was reported by 97.6% respondents (mean = 3.39, SD = 0.88). 8.3% respondents reported for 1 minor accident, 47.6% reported for 2 to 5, 31% reported for 6 to 10 only, and 10.7% respondents reported for more than 10 numbers of minor accidents.

These are the state of reported cases. Generally, small cases of fire and accidents are being observed, but not reported. Safety is the prime factor for satisfactory working, while in Indian context, attention towards safety is poorly paid. Workforce used to take risk for cost saving and for more production. In this regard, safety is to be improved.

B. WORKING DAYS, SHIFTS, OVER-TIME, WAGES AND LEAVES

About 83% respondents reported for single shift (eight hour) working on six days per week while 15%-17% reported for round the clock working (three shifts per day on all week days). About 3.6% reported for 9 hours working in a shift while 13.1 % reported for nine and half hours in a shift. In glassware enterprises, respondents said that after continuous working of 22 days (approximately), production is to be stopped for repair and maintenance of the employed furnace.
In a majority, 66% respondents reported for overtime of 4 to 9 hours per week and in lieu of this overtime, wages were given to workforce. 19% respondents reported that they did not get any paid leave including weekly off, while 21.4% respondents reported that they provide only weekly off of one day.

Glassware enterprises generally employ more working hours and more than one shift of working as production is dependent on firing of furnace. In lock manufacturing enterprises, there is no essentiality about the over-time. In case of shoe/footwear enterprises, when targets are to meet, as production is customized, over-time and more shift working is generally employed. It can be argued that most of the MSMEs are operating under standard conditions of one shift of eight hour with six days of working. To meet-out the production target, they employ over-time, which is observed as a regular function. Payment towards this overtime is sometimes missing.

C. Bonus / Gift / Award / Provident Fund and Loan

About 85% respondents, when asked for offering bonus and gifts on festive occasions, said that they offered gifts and bonus to their workforce. Almost all the respondents (94%) reported that they contributed towards PF account of workforce. It was observed that very less number of employees was on record and all the benefits, wages etc. were applicable to them only. Other workforce was on piece count basis and was fully contractual. Offering bonus / gifts / awards may lead to improve dedication, may encourage worker to do effectively and thus, will improve the performance. It may improve the productivity. Robb and Xie [33] investigated that Chinese parent company managers focus more on short-term measures such as dividend payments for success.

A little few (12%) respondents reported that they provided money as a loan to their employee on various occasions that included marriage of dependents, festivals and other family requirements. Not a single respondent reported that they provided loan facility for home and vehicles. It can be argued that upon working, any workforce member could not get any penny to meet-out his/her needs / urgencies. Disqualifying in fulfilling in urgent needs, worker may try to adopt some unethical means to get the money that will lead to decrease in performance. It reduces the dedication and belongingness to the enterprise. Definitely, all such unhealthy workings lead to reduction in employee morale and hamper the productivity. This practice also influences the motivation of employee.

D. Availability of Employees

There were three types of employees majorly as Skilled Labour, Semi-skilled Labour and Unskilled labour in MSMEs of India. Regarding the requirement of labour, all respondent reported that there was always requirement of unskilled labour (mean = 4.02 and SD = 0.54). 77.4% respondent reported that they did not require any semi-skilled labour (mean = 0.77 and SD = 1.39), while 95.2% respondents reported for not requiring any skilled labour (mean = 0.17 and SD = 0.62). The data reflects that most of the enterprises are employing unskilled labor. It improves rate of rejection as enterprises never offer any kind of training.

It was observed that during festive and crop harvesting / cutting season, most of the worker used to go for extra earnings by opting either leave or over-time as serving during nights. It may lead to rejection. Workers are eager to earn more during this short duration. It hampers the production and this state of poor production may be overcome by employing new employees. With this, few of them may rejoin else joins somewhere else.

E. Recruitment Procedure

Respondents were asked about the method of workforce recruitment. Recruitment of workforce might be carried out by personal contacts (97.6% adopted), with the reference of existing employees (adopted-91.7%), employing interviews (17.9% said yes), employing advertisements (2.4% said yes), and conducting campus placements (no response). Most cited methods included personal contacts and reference of employees. As local labor is required and with the reference only, one can have correct and better knowledge about person, skills, work culture etc. about the employee to be recruited. Moreover, in case of emergency, employee may be more dedicated and may has less complaining nature when recruited based on personal relations.

F. Number of Employees Leaving the Job and Reasons

Almost all the respondents (99%) reported that they neither hire nor need any skilled labor. Regarding the semi-skilled labor, about 87% respondent reported that neither require nor recruit any semi-skilled labor. In case of un-skilled labor, which was the major proportion of entire workforce, only 6% respondents reported that the labor were fixed and did not leave the job. In the same line, 36.9% respondent reported for regular recruitment of up to 5 numbers, 21.4% reported for 6-10, 15.5% reported for 11-15 and 20.2% reported for recruitment of more than 15 numbers of unskilled labor per month, as these labor left the job averagely.

The reasons ‘why people change the job or left the job?’ were tried to find-out. In this regard, six leaving cause were asked to rate by respondents that included leaving job due to more salary (mean = 3.27 and SD = 0.95), leaving job due to better environment (mean = 3.42 and SD = 3.40), leaving the job due to personal problem (mean = 2.89 and SD = 0.92), leaving the job due to organizational problem (mean = 1.49 and SD = 0.55), leaving the job due to rift among the employees (mean = 1.42 and SD = 0.50) and leaving the job owing to laying-off (mean = 1.49 and SD = 0.53). The most cited reasons included in search of better environment and due to salary. It can be argued that with the successful adoption of newer technologies, skills level of employees will improve and thus, wages will also be improved. Moreover, change of job will be easier. When an employee feels satisfied in terms of salary (more salary due to more skills), the changes of change of job reduces.
G. Payment of Due Salary / Perks etc.

Respondents were asked about the notice given from either side before leaving the job and its duration. 78.6% respondents reported that there was no provision of notice for receiving / giving before leaving the job while 21.4% respondent reported that there was provision of notice and its duration is of 30 days from either side. When asked for payment of due salary / perks / PF / salary against balance leaves for those employees that leaves the job, 39.3% respondent reported that there was no rule / provision of payment of due PF / salary while 60.7% respondents reported for payment of due PF / salary. Regarding the payment in lieu of due leaves, only 7.1% respondent reported for payment of due salary in lieu of credited leaves while 92.9% respondent refused for payment against the leaves. There is no liability of paying / refunding due salary / perks / wages from either side as enterprises feel that they are our employee only and workers feel that we are getting salary as we are working only. There is lack of feeling and understanding of team and belongingness.

H. Evaluation of Employees’ Performance

Respondents were asked whether they evaluate their employees’ performance or not. 95.2% respondents reported that there is no evaluation of employees’ performance. Only 4.8% respondents reported that they evaluate the employees’ performance. Since, largely worker are on piece-count and contractual – daily-wages basis, so, enterprises feel that there is no need for their evaluation.

If evaluation is introduced with proper training and re-training, the rejection rate will be lower and quality production will rise, that will improve the performance of the enterprises in terms of increase in turn-over, less rejection, increased sales and thus, more profit.

VI. Discussion

Many researchers necessitate the addressing of human factors. In this research, state of working and affairs related to human factors in MSMEs of India are investigated. On the basis of outcomes of study, it is reported that retentions of employee is crucial and care should be taken to train them and then to retain them. Need for hiring / over-time should be analyzed carefully and extra wages should be paid to all such working employees, which will definitely improve the belongingness and quality production. The enterprises should feel the responsibility to help their employees financially. The rules should be adopted to provide loan for personal needs as marriage of daughter, medical need etc. The state of leave is somewhat acceptable. The leave rules suggested by government may be incorporated by all the enterprises as uniformly will help in building trust among the employees and management. Working environment should ergonomically be designed. It will definitely help in employees working without much stress and fatigue and will help in improving productivity.

Thus, it can be said that proper care and investment in human resources is an essential requirement for acquiring sustainable growth of MSMEs of India. Present state of human resources of MSMEs of India reflects that skilled workforce is not properly available, wages are not proper and employees are not participating in the required activities due to lack of motivation, encouragement and confidence.

VII. Conclusions

Although the importance of MSMEs in the growth of advancing nations is undisputed, this sector suffers from the lack of superior state of working culture and human factors. In order to understand the affairs related to working culture and human factors, a comprehensive study was conducted through questionnaire. The outcomes of this study reflect that missing happening in terms of minor accidents was reported. Most of the MSMEs were having six days of weekly working and single shift production. However, to meet-out product requirements, most of them employed over-time with or without extra wages. Bonus and gifts were offered. PF was also given. Enterprises were mostly employing unskilled labor whose wages were less and training level were also less. Retention of employees was crucial. The reasons cited for leaving the job include search of better environment and salary. Most of the employees could not get due salary / perks when they leave the job.

On the basis of this research, it can be suggested that entire workforce must be encouraged and motivated for their active and efficient functioning, to ensure its sustainable growth. It can be achieved through improving state of functioning, condition of workplace safety, and imparting training to the workforce. This study cannot be taken as reference in policy making or in generalizing the case as it is based on responses of participated 84 MSMEs of India only. Further, to broaden the aspect and coverage, the study must be planned in much larger way. Future studies and researches in this regard will help manufacturers, policy framers and researchers to reach to a common consensus.
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